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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This

is a divorce case.

The wife, the Plaintiff/

Respondent in this matter, filed a Complaint and then an
Amended

Complaint

Appellant.

against

her

husband,

the

Defendant/

She sought a Decree of Divorce and asked for

alimony, child support, an equitable division of the parties'
property,

including

attorneys' fees.

her

husband's

dental

practice,

and

This appeal involves the trial court's

overall property distribution vis-a-vis its valuation of the
husband's

dental

practice;

the

trial

court's

award

of

attorneys' fees and the trial court's assessment of certain
expert witness fees.
The case was tried before the Honorable Rodney S. Page.
The

court

received

certain

stipulations

of the parties,

testimony, proffers of testimony, documentary evidence and
heard several expert witnesses who testified about the values
of

various

items

of

marital

property

financial situation of the parties.

and

the

overall

After a two-day trial,

the trial court took the matter under advisement and filed a
written ruling on the issues presented to it.

Findings of

Fact and Conclusions of Law and a Decree of Divorce, prepared
by the wife's counsel, were entered on February 24, 1987.
The husband filed his Notice of Appeal on March 24, 1987. No
cross-appeal has been filed by the wife.

STATEMENT OF FACTS^
MARITAL HISTORY
The parties were married on April 10, 1975 (R. 1). Mrs.
Sorensen was 26 years old, and was a registered nurse with a
bachelors degree.

Dr. Sorensen was a successful dentist who

had had an ongoing private practice in Roy, Utah, for six
years before the marriage (R. 66) .

Mrs. Sorensen brought

approximately $5,800.00 in assets into the marriage (R. 73),
while Dr. Sorensen brought with him a home with a $15,000.00
equity, a $3,212,090 interest in a pension plan, and the
assets related to his dental practice (R. 73).
The parties had four children, ages 10, 9, 6 and 3, at
the time of trial (Vol. I, p. 105). There is no dispute as
to custody and visitation.
During the marriage, Dr. Sorensen practiced dentistry
full time in Roy, while Mrs. Sorensen worked full time for
the first year (Vol. I, p. 106). She stated she assisted her
husband with his dental practice on a part-time basis for a
short period of time prior to the parties' separation in May
of 1986 (Vol. I, p. 106). She also continued her education
during the marriage, and received her Masters Degree in
^References to the court's file have been designated as
follows:
Record (R. ) ; Exhibits (Ex. ) ; and Transcripts
(Vol. I or Vol. II).
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Nursing and went on to complete all of the courses necessary
for a Ph.D. in Public Health (Vol. I, p. 158). At the time
of trial, she was working on her dissertation (Vol. I, p. 167
and Vol. II, p. 112), and estimated she could complete it by
in approximately eighty hours (Vol. I, p. 168).

She was an

"A" student and a member of three honor societies (Vol. I, p.
190).

She received some tuition waivers, but essentially was

supported by Dr. Sorensen while she was going to school.
(Vol. I, p. 159.)
During the marriage, Dr. Sorensen1s income as a dentist
allowed

the

parties

to

acquire a new home, substantial

furnishings, newer automobiles, a sixteen-acre farm and home
in Liberty, Utah, an interest in a home which houses Dr.
Sorensenfs dental practice, various pieces of farm machinery
and a pension plan. (See, Findings of Fact, Addendum to this
brief.)

Also, during the marriage, Dr. Sorensen borrowed

over $30,000.00 from his mother to assist in the purchase of
the dental office buildings.
(Ex. M) .

$10,000.00 was repaid in 1978

The remaining $20,000.00 is still unpaid and is

accruing interest, all of which Dr. Sorensen will ultimately
have to repay (Vol. II, p. 100).
The parties first separated in March of 1985 (R. 1) ,
attempted a reconciliation and then separated a second time
in March of 1986 (Vol. II, p. 112).
3

At that time, Mrs.

Sorensen filed an Amended Complaint and pursued this divorce
(R. 12).

Dr. Sorensen answered (R. 23), but stated that the

at no time wanted the divorce (Vol. II, p. 119).
the

case

occurred

on

October

27,

1986,

and

Trial of
was

again

continued and completed on November 14, 1986, before Judge
Page.

Both sides were represented by counsel, each called

several expert witnesses, and each testified
behalf.
written

in their own

On December 31, 1986, the trial court issued its
ruling

(R.

65; Addendum

to

this

Brief),

and

on

February 24, 1987, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
and a Decree of Divorce were entered (R. 81-97, and Addendum
to this Brief).

A Notice of Appeal was filed on March 24,

1987, by Dr. Sorensen (R. 98). No cross appeal was filed.
TRIAL COURT'S RULING
The following is a summary of the trial court's ruling:
1)

Decree of Divorce awarded to Plaintiff (R. 92).

2)

Custody awarded to Plaintiff (R. 92).

3)

Defendant

to

receive

reasonable,

specific

visitation rights (R. 93).
4)

Defendant to pay Plaintiff $300.00 per month per
child ($1,200.00 per month child support) (R. 93).

5)

Defendant to maintain medical insurance on children
and

pay

one-half

of

all

uncovered

medical

orthodontia expenses of the children (R. 93).

and

6)

divided as follows•.

The marital property

DEFENDANT

PLAINTIFF

Dental practice

$100,000

Home

750

Car

*Farm

$

62,100
30,422
4,000

Furn & Fix

6,500

Farm Equip.

Piano

7,500

Truck

400

Spa

250

160

Guitar
Wolf Creek Memb.

*Dental Bldg.

1,000

11,457

Yard equipment

555

Piccolo

2,000

Camera

600

Computer

3,000

Motorcycles

1,500

Pension int.

20,104

Pension int.
TOTAL

$136,169

TOTAL

31,241
$146,370

Less equity interest
brought in
5,800

Less equity interest
brought in
15,000

$131,369

$131,370

(R. 94, 95, and 97.)
7)

Plaintiff to receive $600.00 per month alimony for
six months, $500.00 per month for one year, $250.00
per month for three years, and $1.00 per hear for
two years, with alimony to then terminate (R. 96).

8)

Defendant to receive children as tax exemptions (R.
96) .
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9)

Defendant to

assume all

income and property

tax

liability through 1986 (R. 96).
10)

Defendant

to

pay

Plaintiff

$2,000.00

fees and one-half of her real estate

attorneys1
appraisers

fee (R. 96).
11)

No

value

was

placed

on

the

advanced

degrees

Plaintiff received during the marriage, the court
stating that it took that into account in relation
to its alimony and support awards (R. 96).
Dr. Sorensen claims the trial court erred in the way it
valued his dental practice and in its award of attorneys1
fees and expert witness fee contribution.
DENTAL PRACTICE VALUATION
Mrs. Sorensen claimed that her husband's dental practice
had a value which therefore became a marital asset, subject
to consideration and distribution by the court (R. 3) .

In

support of this position, she called a dentist who had been
practicing for four and one-half years (Vol. I, p. 59) .

He

worked for a Denver company which brokered dental practices
(Vol. I, p. 59). In connection with his testimony, the trial
court

received

Mrs.

Sorensen's

introduced

Exhibit

D

(see

Addendum to this Brief), over the objection of Dr. Sorensen
(Vol.

I,

concluded

p.
that

89).
Dr.

That

exhibit

Sorensenfs

and

dental

6

related
practice

testimony
was

worth

$100,060-00 (Vol. I, p. 76) $15,330.00 in tangible assets,
$22,170.00
intangible

in

accounts

assets.

receivable

(Exhibit

D.)

accounts payable (Vol. II, p. 23).

and
It did

$62,560.00

in

not consider

It also contained two

pages of qualifications, conditions and disclaimers which, if
in existence, would effectively reduce Dr. Austin's estimated
value.

The estimate of value was based primarily on the

assumption that gross receipts of Dr. Sorensen for services
rendered would continue to increase as years passed (Vol. I,
p. 72). He further stated that dental practices in Utah sold
for

between

fifteen

to

eighty

percent

of

annual

gross

receipts (Vol. I, p. 75). He admitted most of Dr. Sorensen's
dental equipment was quite old (Vol. I, p. 75), and that an
actual sales price of the practice would be the best evidence
as to true value (Vol. I, p. 77). He also admitted that if
Dr. Sorensen became disabled or refused to cooperate relative
to the transition of patients in the event of a sale, any
value ascribed to the practice would rapidly diminish (Vol.
I, p. 83), and that the most important factor in the good
will calculations was the number of patients being served
(Vol. I, p. 77).

He further indicated that the loyalty of

patients to an incoming dentist was not able to be accurately
measured (Vol, I, p. 82), and that patients today were less
loyal than patients ten years ago
7

(Vol. I, p. 85).

He

admitted his conclusion was "an educated guess" as to what
the practice could have been sold for (Vol. I, p. 77) .
Mrs.

Sorensen then testified

that she felt she had

enhanced her husband's dental practice during the marriage by
assisting in the planning and decorating of his office (Vol.
I, p. 110) , and representing him in the community among his
patients and supporting him in caring for their children and
maintaining the home while he "not only practiced daily but
attended

seminars"

practice was worth

(Vol. I, p. 111).

She concluded his

$100,000.00, and that the value that

should be attributed to

it as a marital asset would be

11.5/16ths of that value or $65,792.00

(Vol. I, p. 134),

since she had been married to him for eleven and one-half of
the sixteen years he had been practicing.
In

opposition

to

Mrs.

Sorensenfs

evidence,

Dr.

Sorensen's accountant, Mr. Gerald Deters, compared the income
expenses and profit of Dr. Sorensen1s dental practice in 1974
and 1986 (Vol. I, p. 287), and concluded that his practice
was "a little bit bigger, a little better" at the time of
trial, as opposed to the date of the marriage (Vol. I, p.
289) .

He further stated that "good will" had never been

shown as an asset of Dr. Sorensenfs professional corporation
for any purpose whatsoever (Vol. I, p. 321).
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Dr. Sorensen also called Mr. Roger Nuttal, a C.P.A. who
had

evaluated

the

Sorensenfs

entire

(Exhibit 11, Addendum to this Brief).

financial

situation

In the course of his

testimony, he stated that even assuming Dr. Austin's value of
the practice was correct (which was continuously denied), it
failed to consider $10,129.00 in accounts payable (Vol. 11,
p. 23) and that even if it could be assumed that good will
should be considered, any amount attributable to that good
will would be "very questionable" (Vol. II, p. 24).
Nuttal

concluded

that

in

1974,

Dr.

Sorensen

had

Mr.
an

established practice and was earning a median income for a
dentist and, likewise, in 1986, still an established practice
and a median income for a dentist in 1986 (Vol. II, p. 27).
In comparing the parties1 respective capacities to earn,
he

also

concluded

that

Dr. Sorensenfs

capacity

had not

increased as much as Mrs. Sorensen's (Vol. II, p. 33).

In

support of that conclusion, a portion of Exhibit 11 was
discussed in depth.
parties had

He stated that during the marriage, the

invested

substantial

sums in Mrs. Sorensen's

education, which created an intangible asset in the form of
her increased earning capacity (Vol. II, p. 33) :

a concept

similar to that proposed by Mrs. Sorensen in claiming that
the good will of Dr. Sorensen!s dental practice should be
considered an asset.
9

Finally, Mr. Nuttal challenged the valuation method used
by Dr. Austin in his valuation of the dental practice (Vol.
II, p. 78) in that only one method was used and that was not
a traditional method.

He said a more correct approach would

have been to use two or three different methods and then
compare the end result of each method.

To not use this

approach reduces the credibility of the ultimate conclusion
reached by Dr. Austin.

(Vol. II, p. 78.)

Dr. Sorensen then testified that he had been a dentist
for sixteen years (Vol. II, p. 87) .

He said he had had his

practice listed for sale continuously for three to four years
earlier for $62,000.00, and as of the date of trial, he had
received no offers (Vol. II, p. 109). He felt his practice
was worth less in 1986 than in 1974 (Vol. II, p. 121), in
that he had fewer patients and greater overhead.

He offered

Exhibit 5 to demonstrate the number of patients he had in
1974 was greater than in 1986.
receive Exhibit 5.

The trial court refused to

(See Addendum to this Brief).

In dealing with the dental practice, the trial court
ruled as follows:
That defendant is a dentist and has
his own practice and building in Roy,
Utah.
He has been in practice for
sixteen years, six of those years prior
to the parties1 marriage. (R. 66.)
That defendant has continued to
practice dentistry in Roy, Utah, during
the course of the marriage and has an
10

office with an excellent location; has
continued to build his cliental[sic.];
has a good fee collection record and a
good reputation in the community.
Court finds the total value of the
practice to be $100,000 including
accounts receivable and all equipment
with the exception of the computer.
That dental practices usually sell for
approximately 90 percent of the appraised
value and usually on contract with 40 to
60 percent down and the balance over a
four or five year period. (R. 67.)

The defendant is awarded the dental
practice including all equipment and
accounts receivable court feeling that
the large portion of the value of the
practice has to do with good will and
reputation built up in practice over the
years of marriage. The only reasonable
way to value said practice is to
proportion it based upon the years the
parties have been married during the
practice. Based on their eleven years of
marriage over sixteen years of practice
for the purpose of distribution, court
values the practice at 69 percent of the
value as found above for a total of
$62,100.
(R. 71 and 72.) (Emphasis
added.)
In dealing with Mrs. Sorensen's advanced degrees and
corresponding value, the court found and ruled:
That plaintiff is presently unemployed
but has a master's degree and only needs
to complete her dissertation to get her
doctorate; that she has worked previously
and is capable of meaningful employment
with adequate income. (R. 66.)
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Court concludes that the plaintiff is
capable of going back to work and
obtaining meaningful employment but that
she will need alimony at least through
the transition period; therefore, the
court orders that the defendant pay to
the plaintiff the sum of $600 per month
as and for alimony for a period of six
months from December 1986; then $500 per
month for a period of one year; and $250
per month for a period of three years
then $1 per year for two years at which
time alimony shall terminate, and shall
terminate otherwise as provided by law.
(R. 74.)

The court refuses to set a dollar
figures on the human resource of the
ability of each party to produce income
which may have been acquired during the
course of the marriage.
The court
specifically
finds that such a
determination is too speculative in
nature and no amount of accounting
gymnastics can give to such a computation
the degree of credibility such that this
court would feel justified in setting a
dollar figure; however, said ability is
taken into account by the court in
considering the question of support
alimony. (R. 75.)
ATTORNEYS1 FEE AWARD
Mrs. Sorensen testified she had incurred fees, and said
she had no present income to pay her fees (Vol. I, p. 7) .
Her

attorney

offered

an

exhibit

(Ex. V

and

X ) , which

reflected the work he had done in connection with the case.
Those

exhibits

were

received,

but

the

only

testimony

presented was by way of a proffer that the exhibits reflected
12

the time spent and the rate charged. (Vol. I, p. 214 and Vol.
II, p. 171.)

Dr. Sorensen's counsel stipulated that that

proffer as presented could be received (Vol. I, p. 215.)

No

evidence was presented related to the reasonableness of the
hours vis-a-vis the services performed, the usual hourly rate
for

divorce

cases

in

the

reasonableness of the fee.

community,

or

the

overall

Further, the court's written

ruling, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and Decree
of Divorce make no reference to the reasonableness of the
fee.

Rather, the trial court directed the Defendant to

contribute $2,000.00 towards the plaintiff's attorneys' fees.
(R. 96.)

ALLOCATION OF EXPERT WITNESS FEES
Both parties called several expert witnesses to testify
in support of their respective positions.

The trial court

correctly ruled that each should pay their own expert witness
fees,

with

the

exception

of

the

fees

charged

by

Mr.

Heiskenan, Mrs. Sorensen's real estate appraiser, which fees
the court ordered should be borne equally between the parties
(R. 96) .

Dr. Sorensen had

called his own real estate

appraisals, which he was also required to pay pursuant to the
order of the court.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
The trial court erred when it included good will as an
asset of Appellant's dental practice.

Under the Utah law,

there is no good will factor for businesses which render
professional services based upon the professional's skill and
reputation, which are intrinsic and intangible in nature.
The trial court committed a second error in including
the professional corporation's accounts receivables as an
asset of the business.

Those accounts receivable represented

deferred

which

income

from

Dr. Sorensen would

meet his

ongoing child support and alimony obligations as ordered by
the court.
The

trial

court

committed

a

third

error

in

not

considering $10,129.00 in accounts payable related to the
dental

practice

when

it

set

a

final

net

value

on the

practice.
The trial court committed a fourth error in awarding
Mrs. Sorensen attorneys' fees when she failed to present the
required

evidence that the fees she was requesting were

reasonable and necessary.
The trial court committed a fifth error in requiring Dr.
Sorensen to pay one-half
estate appraiser's

of Mrs. Sorensen's expert real

fees charged

testimony.
14

for appraisals and trial

ARGUMENT

POINT I
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN THE VALUATION OF
DEFENDANT'S DENTAL PRACTICE.
Simply and succinctly put, the trial court committed
three separate errors in law when it valued Dr. Sorensen's
dental

practice

by

including

in

that

value

an

amount

attributable to good will and his accounts receivable, but
excluding

his

subsequently

accounts
attributing

payable.
that

In

erroneous

so

doing,

value

to

and
Dr.

Sorensen's side of the ledger, the property distribution
became inequitable and unfair, and should be vacated with
proper adjustments so that parity between the parties is
achieved in the final and overall property distribution.
A.
It Was Improper To Include Any Value For
Good Will In Connection With Defendant's
Dental Practice.
Paragraph 13 of the Findings of Fact and paragraph 7 of
the Conclusions of Law clearly state that the trial court
considered the good will of Dr. Sorensen's dental practice a
significant asset of the marriage.
13. That defendant has continued to
practice dentistry in Roy, Utah, during
the course of the marriage and has an
office with an excellent location; has
continued to build his clientele; has a
15

good fee collection record and a good
reputation in the community. (R. 82.)

7. The defendant should be awarded the
dental practice including all equipment
and accounts receivable the Court feeling
that the large portion of the value of
the practice has to do with good will and
reputation built up in the practice over
the years of marriage.
The only
reasonable way to value said practice
t\is to proportion it based upon the
years the parties have been married
during practice. Based on their eleven
years of marriage over sixteen years of
practice for the purpose of distribution,
the Court values the practice at 69
percent of the value as found above for a
total of $62,100.
(R. 87; emphasis
added.)
While the Utah Supreme Court has recognized that "good
will" is property and subject to bargain and sale, it has
also

specifically

excluded

a

professional's

skills

and

reputation from the general rule.
In Jackson v. Caldwell,

18 Utah 2d 81, 415 P. 2d 667

(Utah 1966), members of a partnership of accountants sued for
an accounting of good will and work in process as of the date
of the partnership's dissolution.

The trial court ruled that

there was no asset of good will, the complaining partners
challenged that ruling and the Supreme Court affirmed the
trial court.
In

so

affirming,

the

Court discussed

in depth the

general principles which relate to good will in connection
16

with

business

transactions.

However,

it

specifically

modified the general rule as it related to businesses which
provide

professional

services.

In doing

so, the Court

stated:
We subscribe to the general rules as
stated in 40 Am.Jur. Partnership, Section
271, page 316:
The general rules is that a
professional partnership the
reputation of which depends on
the individual skill of the
members, such as partnerships
of attorneys or physicians has
no 'good will1 to distribute as
a
firm
asset
on
its
dissolution.
We are of the opinion, and so hold, the
same rule applies in a partnership of
public accountants, unless the parties
have in their partnership agreements
provided otherwise, or the facts and
circumstances of the particular case
would require a modification of the
general rule.
It has repeatedly been held there can
be no "good will," so called, of a
business which depends for its existence
upon the professional qualities of the
persons who carry it on.
Good will cannot arise as an asset of
a partnership where the parties only
contribute,
as
capital,
their
professional skill and reputation,
however intrinsically valuable these may
be, (Footnote) Id. at 670, 671.
Even though Jackson, supra, dealt with a partnership,
the exception is equally applicable to professionals who are
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sole proprietors or members of professional corporations in
that

each

depends

solely

"for

its

existence

upon

the

professional qualities of the persons who carry it on.11
The Utah Supreme Court has not changed its position
relative to this issue since Jackson, and, in fact, it, in
dicta, inferentially reaffirmed the Jackson exception in Docru
v. Docru, 552 P.2d 1308 (Utah 1982).

In that divorce case,

Dr. Dogu had a well-established practice in anesthesiology.
He operated as a professional corporation.

In the property

distribution, he was awarded the professional corporation and
the wife challenged among other things the trial court's
division

of

corporation.

the

assets

and

value

of

the

professional

In affirming that particular aspect of the

district court's award, the Court stated:
The district court awarded respondent
as his separate property the entire
interest in his professional corporation,
of which he is the sole shareholder and
only employee and from which he draws a
salary and bonuses as needed. Aside from
its liquid assets of $25,000 in accounts
receivable and $26,300 in bank accounts
and
savings
certificates,
the
corporation's only earning power is in
respondent's ability to work.
Id. at
1309. (Emphasis added.)
In the case presently before this Court, Dr. Sorensen's
dental practice depends solely

for its existence on his

professional qualities, his skills and his reputation, and
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the corporation's only earning power is in Dr. Sorensen's
ability to work.
The
assigned

trial
a

court committed

value

to

good

will

Sorensen's dental practice.

reversible
in

error when it

connection

with

Dr.

In so doing, it necessarily

caused the property distribution to be unjustly weighted in
favor of Mrs. Sorensen and unfair to Dr. Sorensen.
B.
It Was Improper To Include The Practice's
Accounts Receivable In The Valuation Of
The Dental Practice.
It cannot be argued that the trial court did not include
accounts

receivables

in its valuation

of Dr. Sorensen's

dental practice.
14. The Court finds the total value
of the practice to be $100,000 including
accounts receivable and all equipment
with the exception of the computer.
(Findings of Fact, R. 82; emphasis
added.)
To have done so, was error and not consistent with the
principles set forth in Dogu, supra.

In awarding Dr. Dogu

his professional corporation's assets, which included certain
savings certificates and bank accounts, the trial court did
not

include

the

corporation's

accounts

receivable.

In

affirming that approach, Justice Oakes stated for a unanimous
court:
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We find no abuse of discretion in the
district court's disposition of the value
of the professional corporation.
The
value of the corporation's bank accounts
and savings certificates were an
equitable offset to the court's award of
an equivalent
amount
in savings
certificates, bank accounts, and stock to
appellant.
The corporation's accounts
receivable represent deferred income from
which respondent may meet his ongoing
alimony and child support obligations to
appellant.
Id. at 1309.
(Emphasis
added.)
In Dogu, the accounts receivable were correctly excluded
from the value of the doctor's professional corporation.
this case, they were erroneously
improper

and

caused

an

unfair

In

included, and that was

imbalance

in the overall

property distribution.
C.
The Trial Court Failed To Consider
$10#129.00 In Accounts Payable When
Valuing The Professional Corporation.
It

is

clear

from

the

record

that

the trial

court

accepted at face value the testimony of Mrs. Sorensen and Dr.
Austin, and the figures set out in Exhibit D in valuing the
Appellant's dental practice.

(See, paragraphs 13, 14 and 15

of the Findings in relation to the content and conclusions of
Exhibit D:
this Brief.)

both of which are included in the Addendum to
However, that estimate of value is inaccurate

on its face in that it fails to consider the fact, as
established by Dr. Sorensen's accountants, that there were
20

$10,129.00 in accounts payable that were not even addressed
by the trial court (Vol. II, p. 23). To not have considered
that liability in reaching a decision on the claimed net
value of the dental practice was reversible error and created
a further imbalance in the property distribution.

POINT II
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN AWARDING
PLAINTIFF ANY ATTORNEYS' FEES WHATSOEVER.
Section
provides
attorneys1

a

30-3-3,
divorce

Utah
court

Code
with

Ann.
the

fees in divorce actions.

(1953

as

authority

amended),
to

award

However, in order to

make such an award, the trial court must have before it
sufficient evidence related to the requesting party's need
for an attorney fee award and the reasonableness of any
requested award.
While Mrs. Sorensen testified

that she has incurred

attorneys1 fees (Vol. I, p. 145), and wanted her husband to
pay them because she presently had no income (Vol. I, p.
148) , the only evidence presented to the trial court was
relative to the required element of reasonableness was the
statement of account of Mrs. Sorensen1s counsel (Exhibit V) ,
and the following exchange between the court and counsel at
the close of Mrs. Sorensenfs case:
21

MR. HEALY: Your Honor, we have also
agreed that I would proffer to the Court
at this time the attorney fees and state
what this is based on.
THE COURT: Would you stipulate, Mr.
Echard, that if Mr. Healy were to
testify, that he would testify that his
fee in this matter is $3,587.50, in
addition therewith some witness subpoena
fees.
The stipulation would not go to
the question of whether or not they are
reasonable or whether they should be
awarded, but that would be his testimony.
May it be so stipulated?
MR. ECHARD: It may, Your Honor.
THE COURT: The Court would receive
the stipulation for that purpose. Maybe
we ought to have this marked, Mr. Healy,
marked as V. (Vol. I, p. 214.)
There was also a second exchange between counsel and the
court in relation to Mrs. Sorensen's attorneys1 supplemental
billing, Exhibit X, at the end of trial:
MR. ECHARD: I agreed, Your Honor,
that Counsel could make a proffer as to
attorney fees. I would not agree to it,
but I would accept it as to what he would
testify to with that.
MR. HEALY:
These are additional
fees in connection with the further
Hearing.
THE COURT: That is Exhibit X, and
the Court will accept that as a proffer
of additional fees in this matter.
(Whereupon, Plaintiff's Exhibit X was received
in evidence.) (Vol. II, p. 171.)
There was no other evidence presented to the court on
attorneys' fees.

As such, that evidence was not sufficient

to fulfill the requirements set out in this Court's recent
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opinion in the case of Tallev v. Talley, 61 Utah Adv. Rep.
31, filed July 20, 1987, where Judge Bench wrote:
"In divorce cases, an award of
attorney fees must be supported by
evidence that it is reasonable in amount
and reasonably needed by the party
requesting the award." Huck v. Huck, 734
P.2d 417, 419 (Utah 1986).
Although
plaintiff sufficiently demonstrated
reasonable financial need, she failed to
present evidence of the reasonableness of
the fee requested.
At the close of
plaintiff's case, her counsel proffered
testimony and produced an exhibit
itemizing the time and costs expended by
him, his associate, and his clerk, and
the hourly rates charged for each.
Conspicuously absent is any evidence
"regarding the necessity of the number of
hours dedicated, the reasonableness of
the rate charged in light of the
difficulty of the case and the result
accomplished, and the rates commonly
charged for divorce actions in the
community . . . ." Kerr v. Kerr, 610
P.2d 1380, 1384-85 (Utah 1980).
Because plaintiff failed in her burden
of establishing the reasonableness of the
attorney fees requested, we reverse the
award of attorney fees. Beals v. Beals,
682 P.2d 862 (Utah 1984); Delatore v.
Delatore, 680 P.2d 27 (Utah 1984). Id.
at 32.
Likewise, conspicuously absent in this case is evidence
regarding the necessity of the number of hours dedicated, the
reasonableness of the rate charged in light of the difficulty
of

the

case

and

the

result

accomplished

and

the rates

commonly charged for divorce actions in the community.
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Parenthetically, there is also no finding of fact or
reference in the trial court's written ruling related to the
evidence needed to support an award of attorneys' fees to
Mrs. Sorensen.
As in Talley, supra, the attorneys1 fee award should be
reversed.

POINT III
The Trial Court Erred In Requiring
Defendant To Pay A Portion Of Plaintiff's
Expert Witness Fees.
In the presentation of their respective cases, each side
called several expert witnesses for the purpose of valuing
the various marital assets.

Mrs. Sorensen called Mr. Allan

Heiskenan to give his opinion as to the parties1 real estate
(Vol. I, p. 6).

Dr. Sorensen called Mr. Tony Bagley (Vol.

II, p. 215) and Mr. Zane Froerer (Vol. II, p. 235), and they
gave their opinions on the value of the real estate.
opinions

differed

from

Mr.

Heiskenan1s

opinion.

Those
Mrs.

Sorensen requested that Dr. Sorensen pay all of her expert
witness fees and in response to that request, the trial court
ordered that
. . . Each party shall pay their own
experts with the exception of Allan
Heiskenan which shall be shared equally.
(Paragraph 23, Decree of Divorce; R. 96.)
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The trial court committed an error in law by requiring
Dr. Sorensen to pay one-half of Mr. Heiskenan's fee —

the

fee he charged Mrs. Sorensen for preparing appraisals and
testifying as her expert.
As was correctly stated in Kerr v. Kerr, 610 P.2d 138
(Utah 1980), where a similar challenge was made of the trial
court's award of expert witness fees:
This Court has recently held, in the
decision
in Frampton
v. Wilson
(footnote), that expert witness1 fees may
not be taxed as costs over and above the
statutory rate (footnote). We therefore
remand to the trial court for an
adjustment of the award. Id. at 138.
Based on this principal, the only cost which could be
assessed Dr. Sorensen would be the statutory rate of $14.00
per day, as provided in Section 21-5-4, Utah Code Ann. (1953
as amended).
Dr.

Sorensen

Therefore, that portion of the Decree requiring
to pay

one-half

of Mr. Heiskenanfs

expert

witness fee should be vacated.

CONCLUSION
During the course of the trial in this matter, the trial
court committed at least five material errors in law, each of
which was prejudicial to the Appellant, Dr. Sorensen, and
each of which requires a reversal.
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The first three errors related to the valuation of Dr.
Sorensen's dental practice.

It was wrong to include good

will as an element of value.

Likewise, it was wrong to

include accounts receivable —

those being deferred income

with which Dr. Sorensen will pay his support obligations.
Finally it was wrong not to consider the practice's accounts
payable in arriving at a net value.
The fourth error consisted of the trial court's award of
attorney's fees when there was insufficient evidence to make
such an award.
The fifth error was requiring Dr. Sorensen to pay onehalf of his wife's real estate appraiser's fees in addition
to all of the expert witness fees he incurred.
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
Dr. Sorensen requests that the trial court's property
distribution, attorneys' fees award and expert witness fee
assessment be vacated; that the matter be remanded for a fair
reallocation of the remaining assets as originally found by
the trial court and for an award of his costs related to this
Appeal.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 24th day?of August, 1^87.
DART, ADAMSOJT^ KASTING . /

/KEtfT M. KAST^frcr
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CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY
I hereby certify that four true and correct copies of
the above and foregoing Appellant's Brief was duly hand
delivered, addressed to:
Reid E. Lewis, Esq.
Jeffrey Robinson, Esq.
MOYLE & DRAPER, P.C.
600 Deseret Plaza
No. 15 East First South
Salt Lake City, Utah
DATED this 24th
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRiflGT JAN -5 AH i
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DAVIS, STATE OF UTAH^K?:'- G ,'V- r,V'''' •
&y.

~__
Jll Ui '.Uh

ELAINE S. SORENSEN
Plaintiff,
vs.

RULING

CLIFFORD G. SORENSEN

Civil No. 37078

Defendant.

The above entitled matter having come on reguarly for
hearing before the above entitled court and the court having
heard the testimony of the parties and their witnesses and having
received the exhibits proffered by the parties and being fully
advised in the premises and having heard the arguments of counsel
court makes its ruling as follows:
That plaintiff was a resident of Davis County at least three
months prior to the filing of the Complaint in this matter.
That the parties were married on April 10, 1975.
That four childen have been born as issue of the marriage.
That the parties have acquired property and debts during the
course of the marriage.
That the defendant has treated the plaintiff in a cruel
manner causing her great mental distress.

-l-

FILMED
A-2

-2That each of the parties are fit and proper persons to be
awarded the care and custody of the minor children of this
marriage.
That plaintiff is presently unemployed but has a master's
degree and only needs to complete her disertation to get her
doctorate; that she has worked previously and is capable of
meaningful employment with adequate income.
That defendant is a dentist and has his own practice and
building in Roy, Utah.

He has been in practice for sixteen

years, six of those years prior to the parties' marriage.
At the time of the marriage, plaintiff brought assets into
the marriage with a value of approximately $5,800; the defendant,
in addition to interest in the dental practice, brought a home
which he had purchased one year prior to the marriage upon which
he had vested $15,000 as a down payment.

Additionally, a $3,214

interest in a pension plan in connection with his dental
practice.
That defendant had paid on the home for one year prior to
marriage, but the court finds that the amount attributable to the
principle during that year was negligable and, therefore, does
not consider the same.
Following marriage, the parties sold the home in question
and purchased another in which plaintiff presently resides.
The home of the parties has a market value of $100,000 and
is free of lien except for a trust deed securing a loan from the
Dental Pension Plan to the parties.

A-3

-3That defendant has continued to practice dentistry in Roy,
Utah during the course of the marriage and has an office with an
excellent location; has continued to build his cliental; has a
good fee collection record and a good reputation in the
community.
Court finds the total value of the practice to be $100,000
including accounts receivable and all equipment with the
exception of the computer.
That dental practices usually sell for approximately 90
percent of the appraised value and usually on contract with 40 to
60 percent down and the balance over a four or five year period.
The parties have also during the course of the marriage
purchased the building in which the practice is located.
The building is a converted home with an excellent location.
The building was purchased initially for $50,000 and another
$40,000 was put into it for remodeling.

The building also had

other space available for rental.
The market value of the dental building is $74,000.
The parties owe a balance of $42,543 to the Thompson family
on the building.
The defendant, over the course of the marriage, has borrowed
money from his mother for work on certain of the dental offices.
The first of said loans was repaid to her in 1978 in the amount
of $10,000.

A-4

-4-

That the defendant borrowed $20,000 from his mother to
assist with the remodeling on the present building; there is no
documentation to represent said loan; however, defendant in his
income tax records indicates a payment to his mother in 1982 of
several thousand dollars.
During the marriage the parties purchased 15,775 acres and a
home in Ogden Valley for $198,000.
Also during the marriage, the defendant purportedly created
a limited partnership known as Bienestar Investments with himself
as general partner and the parties children as limited partners.
Plaintiff had no knowledge of the creation of said limited
partnership nor did she ever sign any documents in regards
thereto of which she was aware.

Certain joint assets were

tranferred to the partnership without plaintiffs1 knowledge or
consent.
Said limited partnership was primarily created for tax
purposes by the defendant.
Defendant sold the home and one acre of the Ogden Valley
property for $68,000.

The balance owing of that contract for

approximately $42,000.
Defendant sold five acres of the same parcel to Bienestar
Investments for $46,815 or for $9,300 per acre with the balance
owing on that contract of $19,165.
That the defendant listed the Ogden Valley property for sale
in 1986 for $8,000 per acre.

A-5
i

-5-

The 9,775 acres of the parcel remaining are worth $8,000 per
acre for a total of $78,200.
Also, in connection with the farm, parties acquired certain
farm equipment.

Equipment all appears to be older but in

relatively good condition.

Many of the items of equipment are no

longer used in the farm industry and are outdated.

Court

considers the tractor, the mower, the plow, the disc, the hay
wagon, the bailer, the harrow, and the elevator to still be of
primary value and use in a farm operation and sets the total
value of the farm equipment at $4,000.
The furniture and fixtures presently in the plaintiff's
possession, including freezer, washer, dryer, and et cetera, is
$6,500.
The grand piano in plaintiffs possession is valued at
$7,500.
The plaintiffs car is valued at $750 and defendants truck at
$400; the motorcycles at $1,500; the Piccolo at $2,000; the spa
membership at $250; the WolfCreek Country Club at $1,000; the
computer at $3,000; the yard equipment at $555; the guitar at
$160; the video camera at $600.
The court puts no value on the boat and trailor it being a
gift from defendant's parents.
The court find that the encyclopedias and the bicycles
belonging to the children are their property and, therefore, put
no value thereon.

A-6

-6-

During the marriage the parties have acquired an interest in
a retirement plan which has a present value less defendants
initial interest of $90,379.

That said plan consists of cash and

savings and a note to the parties for $39,034.

Said note is

secured by a trust deed for $25,000 on the home of the parties.
These funds were borrowed from the plan to finance purchase
of the Ogden Valley property and for subsequent expenses of the
parties both business and personal.
That the value of the plan for the purposes of property
distribution is $51,345.
The court finds that the parties have debts and obligations.
Primarily, those consist of obligations on the farm and business
for which credit is given in the evaluations.
The court finds that the plaintiff is presently unemployed
and that she and the children have reasonable expenses of between
$1,500 and $1,800 per month.
The court finds the defendant has a gross income from all
sources of at least $6,100 per month and reasonable expenses of
approximately $3,300 per month including the obligation on the
farm.
The court finds that certain debts listed by the defendant
on his exhibits are in fact business expenses which are paid by
the corporation or other entities and are not part of his
personal expenses.
From the foregoing, the court concludes as follows:

A-7

-7That plaintiff should be awarded a decree of divorce from
the defendant to become final upon entry.
That it is in the best interest of the children that their
care and custody be awarded to the plaintiff subject to
reasonable rights of visitation to the defendant.
That the defendant pay to the plaintiff the sum of $300 per
month per child as support; that he maintain health and accident
and life insurance on the children and pay one-half of any
medical expenses not covered by insurance and all dental not
covered by insurance provided, however, that the defendant is to
be given the first opportunity to do all dental work on the
children and to arrange the orthodontic work.

Orthodontic

expense to shared equally by the parties.
The plaintiff is awarded the home of the parties free and
clear of any claim

of the defendant.

The plaintiff is awarded the vehicle in her possession, the
furniture and fixtures and piano in her possession, the guitar,
the Wolfcreek membership, the yard equipment, and the video
camera, one-half of the photos and sheet music and her own
personal property and possessions.
Defendant is awarded the dental building subject to the debt
thereon to the Thompson's of $42,543 and to his mother of $20,000
giving a total equity interest in the building of $11,457.
The defendant is awarded the dental practice including all
equipment and accounts receivable court feeling that the large

A-8

-8-

portion of the value of the practice has to do with good will and
reputation built up in practice over the years of marriage.

The

only reasonable way to value said practice is to proportion it
based upon the years the parties have been married during the
practice.

Based on their eleven years of marriage over sixteen

years of practice for the purpose of distribution, court values
the practice at 69 percent of the value as found above for a
total of $62,100.
Defendant is awarded the value of the property conveyed to
Bienestar, the court feeling the property conveyed is joint
property and should be valued as such for purpose of
distribution.

The property consisting primarily of motorcycles

valued at $1,500 and the Piccolo valued at $2,000.
Defendant is awarded the balance of the property in Ogden
Valley of 9.777 acres and sets the value thereof of $8,000 per
acre for a total of $78,160.
That defendant is awarded said property subject to the debt
thereon to the Shaws of $108,943.
Defendant is awarded the proceeds of the contract from
Bienestar from the sale of five acres of the Ogden Valley land
with a balance of $19,165.
Defendant is awarded the proceeds from the sale of the home
and one acre of the Ogden Valley property with a balance of
$42,000.

A-9

-9Defendant is awarded the farm equipment with a value of
$4,000.
The defendant is awarded the computer acquired by the
parties having an equity value of $3,000 subject to the debt
thereon.
Defendant is awarded the truck valued at $400, boat and
trailor as a gift from his parents; the spa membership worth
$250, his own property and possessions, together with items of
furniture and fixtures in his possession, sufficient of the
kitchen utensils and dishes to set up his own apartment.
Each of the parties are awarded one-half of the firewood and
to divide equally the family photos.
Each of the parties is awarded the personal property brought
into the marriage free and clear from any claim of the other.
Each of the parties is entitled to deduct from their share
of the equity sufficient sums to offset the cash equity amount
brought into the marriage with no consideration for return on
investment that not having been the expectation of the parties.
Plaintiff is entitled to a credit against equity of $5,800; and
the defendant a credit against equity of $15,000 excluding sums
already considered in valuing the practice and the pension
interest of the parties.
Court awards to the plaintiff from the pension plan the sum
of $20,104.

Defendant is awarded all of the balance of the

interest in the pension plan provided, however, he is to assume

A-10

-10-

and discharge the note and debt owing to the plan by the parties
and to hold the plaintiff harmless thereon and to see that the
lein securing the same on the home awarded to the plaintiff
removed forthwith.

The sum awarded to the plaintiff is to be

paid to her within 30 days of signing of the decree herein.
Court concludes that the plaintiff is capable of going back
to work and obtaining meaningful employment but that she will
need alimony at least through the transition period; therefore,
the court orders that the defendant pay to the plaintiff the sum
of $600 per month as and for alimony for a period of six months
from December 1986; then $500 per month for a period of one year;
and $250 per month for a period of three years then $1 per year
for two years at which time alimony shall terminate, and shall
terminate otherwise as provided by law.
The defendant is to have the children for income tax
purposes so long as he is current on support unless otherwise
ordered by the court.

The plaintiff is to sign all necessary

documents to accomplish the same.
The defendant shall assume and discharge any and all tax
liability occuring through the year 1986 either income or
property and hold the plaintiff harmless thereon.
Defendant to assume and discharge all debts of the parties
incurred prior to separation and hold plaintiff harmless thereon.
The court further orders that defendant pay to the plaintiff
for the use and benefit of her attorney the sum of $2,000.
party to pay their own experts with the exception of Allan
Heiskanen which shall be shared equally.

A-ll

Each

-11The court refuses to set a dollar figure on the human
resource of the ability of each party to produce income which may
have been acquired during the course of the marriage.

The court

specifically finds that such a determination is too speculative
in nature and no amount of accounting gymnastics can give to such
a computation the degree of credibility such that this court
would feel justified in setting a dollar figure; however, said
ability is taken into account by the court in considering the
question of support and alimony.
To assist counsel in preparing the findings and decree, the
court sets forth his calculations as to equity interest as
follows:
Plaintiff:
Home Home
Car

Defendant:
$100,000
750

Dental practice
*Farm

$ 62,100

30,422

Furn. & fix.

6,500

Farm equpment

Piano

7,500

Truck

400

Spa

250

Guitar
WoIfcreek Memb.

160

*Dental Bldg.

1,000

4,000

11,457

Yard equipment

555

Piccolo

2,000

Camara

600

Computer

3,000

Motorcycles

1,500

Pension plan int.

20,104

Pension interest
TOTAL

$137,169

TOTAL

A-12

31,241
$146,370

-12-

less equity int

less equity interest
brought in

brought in

5,800

TOTAL

$131,369

* Farm

$ 78,200

TOTAL

15,000

$131,370

Contract
(Bienestar)

19,165

Home contract

42,000

TOTAL
less

BALANCE

*Dental Bldg.

$139,365
108,943

$ 30,422

$ 74,000

less contract
to Thompson's

42,543

less amount to
defendants mother

BALANCE

20,000

$ 11,457

It is requested that plaintiff's counsel prepare findings
and decree in accordance with the court's ruling and submit the
same to the defendant's counsel prior to submitting to the court.

A-13
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Dated this

"3]

day of December, 1986.

BY THE COURT:

DISTRICTC-SDURT JUDGE

A-14
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 31 ^<

day of December, 1986,

I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Ruling, postage
prepaid,

to the following:

Tim W. Healy
Attorney for Plaintiff
863 25th Street
Ogden, UT 84401
Robert A. Echard
Attorney for Defendant
635 25th Street
Ogden, UT 84401

uihjzgzz

1
Deputy/Clerk
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TIM W. HEALY
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863 25th Street
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF DAVIS COUNTY, STlffiE OF, UTAH

ELAINE S. SORENSEN,
Plaintiff,
FINDINGS OF FACT &
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

vs •
CLIFFORD G. SORENSEN,

Civil No. 37078

Defendant.

The above entitled matter having come on regularly for trial
on the 27th day of October, 1986 and again on the 14th day of
November, 1986, before the Honorable Rodney S. Page, District Judge;
plaintiff was present represented by her counsel, Tim W. Healy, Esq;
defendant was present represented by his counsel, Robert A, Echard,
Esq.

Various witnesses were sworn and testified and documentary

evidence was received, after which counsel for the respective parties
argued their positions to the Court.

The Court being duly advised

in the premises now enters the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

That the plaintiff was a resident of Davis County at least

three months prior to the filing of the Complaint in this matter.
2.

That the parties were married on April 10, 1975.

3.

That four children have been born as issue of the marriage.

4.

That the parties have acquired property and debts during

the course of the marriage.
5.

That the defendant has treated the plaintiff in a cruel

manner causing her great mental distress.
6.

That each of the parties are fit and proper persons to be

awarded the care, custody and control of the minor children of this
marriage.

*—k v * c_ ^ /
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7. That plaintiff is presently unemployed but has a master's
degree and only needs to complete her disertation to get her
doctorate; that she has worked previously and is capable of
meaningful employment with adequate income.
8. That defendant is a dentist and has his own practice and
building in Roy, Utah. He has been in practice for sixteen years,
six of those years prior to the parties1 marriage.
9. At the time of the marriage, plaintiff brought assets into
the marriage with a value of approximately $5,800; the defendant,
in addition to interest in the dental practice, brought a home
which he had purchased one year prior to the marriage upon which
he had vested $15,000 as a down payment. Additionally defendant had
a $3,214 interest in a pension plan in connection with his dental pra
10. That defendant paid on the home for one year prior to
marriage, but the court finds that the amount attributable to
the principal during that year was negligible and, therefore,
does not consider the same.
11. Following marriage, the parties sold the home in question
and purchased another in which plaintiff presently resides.
12. The home of the parties has a market value of $100,000
and is free of lien except for a trust deed securing a loan from
the Dental Pension Plan to the parties.
13. That defendant has continued to practice dentistry in
Roy, Utah, during the course of the marriage and has an office with
an excellent location; has continued to build his clientele; has
a good fee collection record and a good reputation in the community.
14. The Court finds the total value of the practice to be
$100,000 including accounts receivable and all equipment with the
exception of the computer.
15. That dental practices usually sell for approximately 90
percent of the appraised value and usually on contract with 40 to
60 percent down and the balance over a four or five year period.
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16. The parties have also during the course of the marriage
purchased the building in which the practice is located.
17. The building is a converted home with an excellent location.
The building was purchased initially for $50,000 and another $40,000
was put into it for remodeling. The building also had other spece
available for rental.
18. The market value of the dental building is $74,000.
19. The parties owe a balance of $42,543 to the Thompson
family on the building.
20. The defendant, over the course of the marriage, has
borrowed money from his mother for work on certain of the dental
offices. The first of said loans was repaid to her in 1978 in
the amount of $10,000.
21. That the defendant borrowed $20,000 from his mother to
assist with the remodeling on the present building; there is no
documentation to represent said loan; however, defendant in his
income tax records indicates a payment to his mother in 1982 of
several thousand dollars.
22. During the marriage the parties purchased 15.775 acres and
a home in Ogden Valley for $198,000.
23. Also during the marriage, the defendant purportedly
created a limited partnership known as Bienestar Investments with
himself as general partner and the parties1 children as limited
partners.
24. Plaintiff had knowledge of the creation of said limited
partnership but did not sign documents in regards thereto or
concerning the purchase of any property by the limited partnership
of which she was aware. Certain joint assets were transferred to
the partnership without plaintiff's knowledge or consent.
25. Said limited partnership was primarily created for tax
purposes by the defendant.
gave an option to buy
26. Defendant /
the home located on the Ogden Valley property
and one acre thereof for $42,000. The balance owing of that contract
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is approximately $42,000.
27. Defendant sold five acres of the same parcel to Bfenestar
Investments for $46,815 or for $9,300 per acre with the balance
owing on that contract of $19,165.
28. That defendant listed the Ogden Valley property for sale
in 1986 for $8,000 per acre.
29. The 9.775 acres of the parcel remaining are worth $8,000
per acre for a total of $78,200.
30. Also, in connection with the farm, the parties acquired
certain farm equipment. Equipment all appears to be older but
in relatively good condition. Many of the items of equipment are
no longer used in the farm industry and are outdated. The Court
considers the tractor, the mower, the plow, the disc, the hay
wagon, the bailer, the harrow, the elevator to still be of
primary value and use in a farm operation and sets the total
value of the farm equipment at $4,000.
31. The furniture and fixtures presently in the plaintiff's
possession, including freezer, washer, dryer, and et cetera,
is $6,500.
32. The grand piano in plaintiff's possession is valued at
$7,500.
33. The plaintiff's car is valued at $750 and defendant's
truck at $400; the motorcycles at $1,500; the Piccolo at $2,000; the
spa membership at $250; the WolfCreek Country Club at $1,000; the
computer at $3,000; the yard equipment at $555; the guitar at
$160; the video camera at $600.
34.

The Court puts no value on the boat and trailer it being

a gift from defendant's parents.
35.

The Court finds that the encyclopedias and the bicycles

belonging to the children are their property and, therefore,
put no value thereon.
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36. During the marriage the parties have acquired an interest
in the Clifford Sorensen Profit Sharing Plan/Trust, Account #
10-01-170-0895300 administered by First Security Bank of Utah, Salt Lake
City, Utah, which has a present value less defendant's initial
interest, of $90,379.00. That said Profit Sharing Plan/Trust consists
of cash and savings and a note of the parties for $39,034. Said
note is secured by a Trust Deed for $25,000 on the home of the parties.
37. The aforesaid funds referred to in paragraph 36 above were
borrowed from the Clifford Sorensen Profit Sharing Plan/Trust to finance
purchase of the Ogden Valley Property and for subusequent expenses
of the parties both business and personal.
38. That the value of the aforesaid Clifford Sorensen Profit
Sharing Plan/Trust for the purposes of property distribution is
$51,345.
39. The court finds that the parties have debts and obligations.
Primarily, those consist of obligations on the farm and business for
which credit is given in the evaluations.
40. The court finds that the plaintiff is presently unemployed
and that she and the children have reasonable expenses of between
$1,500 and $1,800 per month.
41. The court finds that certain debts listed by the defendant
on his exhibits are in fact business expenses which are paid by
the corporation or other entities and are not part of his personal
expenses.
From the foregoing the Court reaches the following:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. That plaintiff should be awarded a Decree of Divorce from the
defendant to become final upon entry.
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2. That it is in the best interest of the children that their
care and custody should be awarded to the plaintiff subject to
reasonable and liberal rights of visitation to the defendant
which are more specifically defined as follows:
a. Every other weekend from Friday night at 6:00 P.M.
until Sunday at 7:00 P.M.
b. Every other major holiday which holidays are defined
as New Years Day, Martin Luther King Day, Presidents' Day,
Easter vacation, Memorial Day, July 4th, July 24th, Labor Day &
Thanksgiving.
c. Defendant may have the children with him on Father's
Day each year regardless of when that day falls.
d. Plaintiff may have the children with her on Mother's
Day each year regardless of when that day falls.
e. December 25th at 2:00 P.M. through December 28th
at 7:00 P.M.
f. Monday night during the same week in which defendant
exercises weekend visitation from 5:30 P.M. until 8:30 P.M.
g. Four weeks each summer provided that said visitation
shall consist of one week each month during the summer with
the exception of one of the summer months which shall consist
of two weeks. Defendant shall notify plaintiff on or before
May 1st each year of the dates when he desires to exercise the aforesaid four weeks of summer visitation. It is understood that the
one week each month during the summer when he exercises said
visitation shall include one weekend of his visitation as set forth
in sub-paragraph a above.
3. That the defendant pay to the plaintiff the sum
of $300 per month per child as support; that he maintain Health & accident
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life insurance on the children and pay one-half of any medical
expenses not covered by insurance and all dental not covered by
insurance provided, however, that the defendant is to be given
the first opportunity to do all dental work on the children and
to arrange the orthodontic work. Orthodontic expenses to be
shared equally by the parties.
4. The plaintiff should be awarded the home of the parties free
and clear of any claim of the defendant.
5. The plaintiff should be awarded the vehicle in her possession,
the furniture and fixtures and piano in her possession, the guitar,
the WolfCreek membership, the yard equipment, the video camera,
one-half of the photos and sheet music and her own personal
property and possessions.
6. The defendant should be awarded the dental building subject
to the debt thereon to the Thompsons of $42,543 and to his mother of
$20,000 giving a total equity interest in the building of $11,457.
7. The defendant should be awarded the dental practice including
all equipment and accounts receivable the Court feeling that the
larcp portion of the value of the practice has to do with good will
and reputation built up in the practice over the years of marriage.
The only reasonable way to value said practice is to proportion it
based upon the years the parties have been married during practice.
Based on their eleven years of marriage over sixteen years of
practice for the purpose of distribution, the Court values
the practice at 69 percent of the value as found above for a
total of $62,100.
8. Defendant should be awarded the value of the property conveyed
to Bienestar, the Court feeling the property conveyed is joint
property and should be valued as such for purpose of distribution.
The property consisting primarily of motorcycles valued at $1,500
and the Piccolo valued at $2,000.
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9. The defendant should be awarded the balance of the
property in Ogden Valley of 9.777 acres and sets the value thereof
of $8,000 per acre for a total of $78,160.
10. That defendant should be awarded said property subject to
the debt thereon to the Shaws of $108,943.
11. Defendant should be awarded the proceeds of the contract from
Bienestar from the sale of five acres of the Ogden Valley land
with a balance of $19,165.
12. Defendant should be awarded the proceeds from the sale of
the home and one acre of the Ogden Valley property with a balance of
$42,000.
13. Defendant should be awarded the farm equipment with a value
of $4,000.
14. Defendant should be awarded the computer acquired by the
parties having an equity value of $3,000 subject to the debt
thereon.
15. Defendant should be awarded the truck valued at $400; boat
and trailer as a gift from his parents; the spa membership worth
$250; his own property and possessions, together with items of
furniture and fixtures in his possession, sufficient of the
kitchen utensils and dishes to set up his own apartments
16. Each of the parties should be awarded one-half of the firewood
and to divide equally the family photos.
17. Each of the parties should be awarded the personal
property brought into the marriage free and clear from any claim
of the other.
18. Each of the parties should be entitled to deduct from their
share of the equity sufficient sums to offset the cash equity
amount brought into the marriage with no consideration for return
on investment that not having been the expectation of the parties.
Plaintiff should be entitled to a credit against equity of $5,800;
and defendant a credit against equity of $15,000 excluding sums
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already considered in valuing the practice and the pension interest
of the parties.
19. The Court should award to the plaintiff from the pension plan
the sum of $20,104. Defendant should be awarded all of the
balance of the interest in the pension plan provided, however, he
should assume and discharge the note and debt owing to the plan
by the parties and to hold the plaintiff harmless thereon and to
see that the li£n securing the same on the home awarded to the
is
plaintiff/removed forthwith. The sum awarded to the plaintiff
should be paid to her within 30 days of the signing of the decree
herein.
20. The Court concludes that the plaintiff is capable of going
back to work and obtaining meaningful employment but that she will
need alimony at least through the transition period; therefore,
the Court orders that the defendant pay to the plaintiff the sum
of $600 per month as and for alimony for a period of six months
from December 1986; then $500 per month for a period of one year;
then $250 per month for a period of three years then $1 per year
for two years at which time alimony shall terminate, and shall
terminate otherwise as provided by law.
21. The defendant should have the children for income tax
purposes so long as he is current on support unless otherwise
ordered by the court. The plaintiff should sign all necessary
documents to accomplish the same.
22. The defendant should assume and discharge any and all tax
liability occuring through the year 1986 either income or property
and hold the plaintiff harmless thereon.
23. Defendant should assume and discharge all debts of the
parties incurred prior to separation and hold plaintiff harmless
thereon.
24. The Court further orders that defendant pay to plaintiff
for the use and benefit of her attorney the sum of $2,000. Each
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party should pay their own experts with the exception of Allan
Heiskenan which shall be shared equally.
25. The Court refused to set a dollar figure on the human
resource of the ability of each party to produce income which
may have been acquired during the course of the marriage. The
Court specifically finds that such a determination is too speculative
in nature and no amount of accounting gymnastics can give to such
a computation the degree of credibility such that this Court would
feel justified in setting a dollar figure; however, said ability
is taken into account by the Court in considering the question
of support and alimony.
26. To assist counsel in preparing the findings & decree, the
court sets forth his calculations as to equity interest as
follows:
a.
as follows:
PLAINTIFF

Th.e rela-tive equity in terest or the parties zshould oe

Home
Car
Furn. & Fix
Piano
Guitar
WoIfCreek Memb.
Yard Equipment
Camera
Pension plan init.
TOTAL
Less equity interest
brought in
*Farm
Contract(Bienes;tar)

DEFENDANT
Dental practice

$ 62,100
30,422
*Farm
4,000
Farm Equipment
400
Truck
250
Spa
11,457
*Dental bldg.
2,000
Piccolo
3,000
Computer
1,500
Motorcycles
31,241
Pension interest
$146,370
TOTAL

$100,000
750
6,500
7,500
160
1,000
555
600
20,104
$136,169

Less equity interest
brought in
15,000

5,800

$131,370

$131,369
$ 78,200
19,165
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Home contract

$42,000

TOTAL
Less
*Dental bldg.
Less contract to Thompsons
Less amt. to defendant's mother
BALANCE
DATED this ZO^day

$139,365
$ 3Q,422
$74,000
-42,543
-20,000
$11,457

of -January) 1987.

(Km^^M

DIgT}

Approved as to Form:

Attorney for Defendant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ELAINE S. SORENSEN,
Plaintiff,
vs •

DECREE OF DIVORCE

CLIFFORD G. SORENSEN,

Civil No,

37078

Defendant.

The above entitled matter having come on regularly for trial
on the 27th day of October, 1986, and again on the 14th day of
November, 1986, before the Honorable Rodney S. Page, District Judge
presiding; plaintiff was present represented by her counsel,
Tim W. Healy, Esq; defendant was present represented by his counsel,
Robert A. Echard; Esq. Various witnesses were sworn and testified
and documentary evidence was received after which counsel for the
respective parties argued their positions to the Court. The Court
being duly advised in the premises and having entered its Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law in writing,
Now, Therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

The plaintiff is awarded a Decree of Divorce from the

defendant the same to become final upon entry.
2. That it is in the best interest of the children that their
. r-r- , . reasonable & liberal
care and custody is awarded to the plaintiff subject to/rights
of visitation by the defendant which are more specifically defined as
follows:

FILMED
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a. Every other weekend from Friday night at 6:00 P.M.
until Sunday at 7:00 P.M.
b. Every other major holiday which holidays are defined
as New Years Day, Martin Luther King Day, Presidents' Day, Easter
vacation, Memorial Day, July 4th, July 24th, Labor Day & Thanksgiving.
c. Defendant may have the children with him on Father's Day
each year regardless of when that day falls.
d. Plaintiff may have the children with her on Mother's Day
regardless of when that day falls.
e.

December 25th at 2:00 P.M. through December 28th at

7:00 P.M.
f. Monday night during the same week in which defendant
exercises weekend visitation from 5:30 P.M. until 8:30 P.M.
g. Four weeks each summer provided that said visitation
shall consist of one week each month during the summer with the
exception of one of the summer months which shall consist of two weeks.
Defendant shall notify plaintiff on or before May 1st each year of the
dates when he desires to exercise the aforesaid four weeks of summer
visitation. It is understood that the one week each month during the
summer when he exercises said visitation shall include one weekend of
his visitation as set forth in sub-paragraph a above.
3* That the defendant shall pay to the plaintiff the sum of
$300 per month per child as support; that he maintain health and
accident and life insurance on the cnildren and pay one-half of any
medical expenses not covered by insurance provided, however, that
the defendant is to be given first opportunity to do all dental
work on the children and to arrange the orthodontic work. Orthodontic expenses to be shared equally by the parties.
4. That plaintiff is awarded the home of the parties free
and clear of any claim of the defendant.
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The plaintiff is awarded the vehicle in her possession,
the furniture and (fixtures and piano in her possession, the guitar,
the Wolfcreek membership, the yard equipment, the video camera,
one-half of the photos and sheet music and her own personal
property and possessions.
6. The defendant is awarded the dental building subject
to the debt to the Thompsons of $42,543 and to his mother of
$20,000 giving a total equity interest in the building of $11,457*
7. The defendant is awarded the dental practice including all
equipment and accounts receivable the Court feeling that the large
portion of the value of the practice has to do with good will and
reputation built up in the practice over the years of marriage.
The only reasonable way to value said practice is to proportion it
based upon the years the parties have been married during practice.
Based on their eleven years of marriage over sixteen years of practice
for the purpose of distribution the Court values the practice at
69 percent of the value as found above for a total of $62,100.00.
8. Defendant is awarded the value of the property conveyed
to Bienestar, the Court feeling the property conveyed is joint
property and shall be valued as such for purpose of distribution.
The property consisting primarily of motorcycles valued at $1,500
and the Piccolo valued at $2,000.
9. The defendant shall be awarded the balance of the property in
Ogden Valley of 9.777 acres and sets the value therof at $8,000
per acre for a total of $78,160.00.
10. That defendant shall be awarded said property subject
to the debt thereon to the Shaws of $108,943.
11. Defendant shall be awarded the proceeds of the contract
from Dienestar from the sale of five acres of the Ogden Valley land
with a balance of $19,165.00.
12. Defendant shall be awarded the proceeds from the sale of
the home and one acre of the Ogden Valley property with a balance
of $42,000.
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13. Defendant shall be awarded the farm equipment with a value
of $4,000.00.
14. Defendant shall be awarded the computer acquired by the
parties having an equity value of $3,000 subject to the debt thereon.
15. Defendant shall be awarded the truck valued at $400; boat and
trailer as a gift from his parents; the spa membership worth $250;
his own property and possessions, together with items of furniture
and fixtures in his possession, sufficient of the kitchen utensils
and dishes to set up his own apartment.
16. Each of the parties shall be awarded one-half of the firewood
and divide equally the family photos.
17. Each of the parties shall be awarded the personal property
brought into the marriage free and clear of any claim of the other.
18. Each of the parties shall be entitled to deduct from their
share of the equity sufficient sums to offset the cash equity
amount brought into the marriage with no consideration for return
on investment that not having been the expectation of the parties.
Plaintiff shall be entitled a credit against equity of $5,800;
and defendant a credit against equity of $15,000 excluding sums
already considered in valuing the practice and the pension interest of
the parties.
19. The Court shall award to the plaintiff from the Clifford
Sorensen Profit Sharing Trust administered by First Security Bank of Utah,
Salt Lake City, Utah the sum of $20,104 in compliance with the
Retirement Equity Act of 1984, PL 98-397. The parties are ordered
to submit the appropriate Qualified Domestic Relations Order and such
Order shall be incorporated by reference and made a part of this
Decree of Divorce.

Defendant shall be awarded all of the balance

of the interest in the said profit sharing trust provided, however,
he shall assume and discharge the note and debt owing to said trust
by the parties and to hold the plaintiff harmless thereon and to see that
the lien securing the same on the home awarded to the plaintiff is
removed forthwith. The sum awarded to the plaintiff shall be paid to
her within 30 days of the signing of the decree herein.
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20. The Court concludes that the plaintiff is capable of going
back to work and obtaining meaningful employment but that she will
need alimony at least through the transition period; therefore,
the Court Orders that the defendant pay to plaintiff the sum of
$600 per month as and for alimony for a period of six months from
December, 1986; then $500 per month for a period of one year;
then $250 per month for a period of three years, then $1 per year
for two years at which time alimony shall terminate and shall terminate
otherwise as provided by law.
21. The defendant shall have the children for income tax
purposes so long as he is current on support unless otherwise
ordered by the Court. The plaintiff shall sign all necessary
documents to accomplish the same.
22. The defendant shall assume and discharge any and all tax
liability occuring through the year 1986 either income or property
and hold the plaintiff harmless thereon.
23. The Court further orders that judgment is entered in favor of
as& for partial attorney fees
plaintiff & against defendant/
the sum of $2,000. Each
in
party shall pay their own experts with the exception of Allan
Heiskenan which shall be shared equally.
25. The Court refused to set a dollar figure on the human
resource of the ability of each party to produce income which may
have been acquired during the course of the marriage. The Court
specifically finds that such a determination is too speculative
in nature and no amount of accounting gymnastics can give to such
c computation the degree of credibility such that this Court would
feel justified in setting a dollar figure; however, said ability is
taken into account by the Court in considering the question cf
support and alimony.
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The relative equity interest of the parties shall be
26.
as follows:
PLAINTIFF
DEFENDANT
$ 62,100
Dental practice
$100,000
Home
30,422
*Farm
750
Car
4,000
Farm Equip,
Furn & Fix
6,500
400
Truck
Piano
7,500
250
Spa
Guitar
160
11,457
*Dental bldg.
WolfCreek Memb
1,000
2,000
Piccolo
Yard equipment
555
Computer
3,000
Camera
600
Motorcycles
1,500
Pension Plan int.20,104
31,241
Pension int.
$146,370
TOTAL
$136,169
TOTAL
Less equity interest
Less equity interest
brought in
15,000
brought in
5,800
$131,370
$131,369
78,200
*Farm
Contract Bienestar
19,165
42,000
Home contract
TOTAL
$139,365
Less
- 108,943
Balance
$ 30,422
*Dental bldg. $ 74,000
Less contract
- 42,543
to Thompsons
Less amount to
defendant's mother
• 20,000
BALANCE
$ 11,457

DATED t h i s

Approved as t o

2rt^ day

of

JANUARYJ

Form:

ArFJV .'NEY TOR D E F E N D . I
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Paul Sletten & Associates, Inc.

Paul Sletten & Associates, Inc.

7150 E. Hampden Ave Suite 306
Denver, Colorado 80224
<303> 6914338

185 South State Street, Suite 310
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801) 363-6026

October 26, 1986
Tim W. Healy, P.C.
Attorney at Law
863 25th Street
Ogden, UT
84401
Re:

Dr. Clifford Sorensen's Dental Appraisal

Dear Mr. Healy:
We have completed our review of Dr. Sorensen's dental practice
and are submitting to you our final report. The time spent
there along with the hours spent here in the office reviewing
the material that has been accumulated has provided the necessary
information to evaluate and determine fair market value for
this practice.
I would like to explain three important points of this appraisal
that will provide some insights.
1.

You are now aware of the current market value
of this business. If it were sold totally or
in part at the present time and under the current
conditions, with the value of the practice having
already been identified, any subsequent negotiations
regarding purchase options would be quickly
understood.

2.

This evaluation is made under the assumption that the
Doctor would be available during the transition period
and be helpful in transferring the patients to the
incoming Doctor. Also, it should be understood, this
evaluation is made under the current conditions of
the practice.

3.

The value of the dental practice changes when circumstances of the practice change. In the event of
death or disability, the value of the practice would
then depend on how quickly a transition could be.made.
The longer period of time you are absent from the
practice, the faster the value declines. The
arrangements previously made to effect a disposition
or transition of the business to another dentist will
greatly affect the value of the business.

Several factors have been taken into consideration in determining
the value of the practice.

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT
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The age of a dental practice plays an important role in determining
its value. Dr. Sorensen has been practicing in the community for
a number of years and has established a good reputation for family
dental care. The number of patients of record and the maintenance
of healthy production figures attest to this.
Dr. Sorensenfs practice location is on a very highly traveled street
and is in an excellent location for visibility and public exposure.
Parking is convenient. The office space is adequate and functional.
However, updating equipment and leasehold improvements would increase
the value of this practice.
The aging of the accounts receivable indicates that the practice has
a healthy collection policy and that the receptionist is doing a
good job of collecting.
The community of Roy has a healthy, growing economy. The influx
of new dentists into the area quickly absorbs patients seeking
new dentists. The patient base is made up of young families.
The tangible assets of this practice as presented in Interrogatory #33
and #35 have been deemed by PSA to be reasonable fair market value.
Fair market value is determined by the replacement cost, depreciation,
physical condition of the equipment, the age of the equipment, and the
market demand for used equipment.
It is important to realize that this evaluation has been made with
the standards that are currently acceptable for this purpose.
Existing market trends in the state of Utah for the disposition
of dental practices were given consideration. PSA in no way implies,
either written or otherwise, the sale of this practice at the appraised
value. There are many circumstances surrounding the sale of every
practice that affect the final purchase price. The amount of down
payment, carryback financing, and the Doctor's cooperation during
the transition are among the controlling factors.
This appraisal has been made based on financial and practice
information supplied by the owner. We have not audited this
information, and, accordingly, do not express an opinion or any
other form of assurance.
Enclosed please find the appraisal value sheet and accompanying copies
of previously itemized assets.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to work with you. If you have
any questions concerning the enclosed information or any of our
services, please do not hesitate to contact our office.
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DR. CLIFFORD SORENSEN
DENTAL PRACTICE

TANGIBLE ASSETS
Excluding Computer

$15,330

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Accounts 120 days and
older excluded.
Accounts 0-120 days
discounted 12%.
As of October 21, 1986

$22,170

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
34% of last four years'
revenues, 1986 projected,
$184,000

$62.560

$100,060

TOTAL PRACTICE VALUE
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Itemization of tangible assets of Dr. Clifford Sorensen
DENTAL PRACTICE APPRAISAL
Dental unit, chair, light, GE X-ray, chairs
Green Dentaleze chair
Pelton Crane light
G.E. X-ray head
Dr. & Nurse chairs
Mobile Cabinet
Mobile Cabinet
Instrument cabinet
Incubator
Nitrous oxide delivery
Ritter dental chair
Mobile cabinet
Ritter star trak light
Nitrous oxide delivery
Cavitron ultrasonic
Instrument cabinet
Microscope viewer
G.E. X-ray head
Sterilizer
Dr. & nurse stools
Microscope
Culturing equipment
VCR patient education
TV patient education
File cabinet
File cabinet
Office chair
Sofa
2 chairs
Lazyboy recliner
TV stand
2 end tables
vacuum cleaner
flowers
Refridgerator
Private office desk
Private office file cabinet
Air compressor
Evacuator
Chairs and tables
Adding machine
Copier
TOTAL

$5,500
900
600
300
150
50
100
50
90
100
1,000
90
50
100
100
50
800
50
50
150
800
90
300
200
400
250
100
150
45
80
25
150
15
15
190
300
300
500
500
400
40
300
$15,300

This page to accompany Dr. Sorensen appraisal report.
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CLIFFORD 6. AND ELAINE SORENSEN
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
S 15
16
17
18
19
20

ASSETS
CASH
RETIREMENT PLAN
Less - Current value of Keough plan funded
prior to aarnage
INVESTMENTS:
Shaw Land £ Livestock
Bienestar Investaents - 4X interest
No interest loan to Bienestar Investment
No interest note receivable - Bienestar
Real Estate - 5133 S. 1900 U. Roy, Ut
Fara land - 10.775 Acres
Fara house and I acre of land
Faro equipaent, net book value
Clifford 8. Sorensen, D.D.3., P.C.
Less - Outstanding accounts payable
Less - Outstanding debt on equipment* net of
Coaputer value
Less - Assets brought into aarnage
Pres. Value of earn, developed during aarnage
PERSONAL RESIDENCE
VEHICLES
1979 Qldsaobiie Cutlass Broughaa
1973 Chevrolet Pickup
1982 Honda Motorcycle
FURNITURE, FIXTURES AND JEWELRY

VALUE

HUSBAND

WIFE

$0

$0
93,6?*

$0

93^
(7,239)

(7,239)

3,285
363
4,283
19,165
58,000
70,038
42,000
2,937
100,060
(10,129)

363
4,283
19,165
58,000
70,038
42,000
2,937
100,060
(10,129)

(2,335)
(87,096)
71,371
112,000

21 TOTAL ASSETS
JJj&RTI HIES.
Note payable to Clifford 8. Sorensen Retireaent
Plan - $439 each aonth, * accrued interest
23 Note payable to Lavonne Shaw* secured by fara
property - $1,500 each aonth
24 Mortgage note payable to Thoapson Faaily,
secured by 5133 S. 1900 W. Roy, Ut property payable m aonthly instalments of $495
25 Loan payable to Clifford 6. Sorensen, P.C.
26 Note payable to Arvilla Sorensen, including accrued
interest of $10,212
27 Option payaent payable, fara house
28 Accounts payable
22

3,285

(2,835)
(87,096)
10,033

61,338
112,000

750
0
805
16,705

0
805
3,500

750

13,205

488,137

297,559

190,573

VH,OZZ

40,122

108,943

108,943

42,543
12,921

42*543
12.921

31,712
2,100
7,770

31,712
2,100
7,770

29 TOTAL LIABILITIES

246,111

246,111

0

30 NET EQUITY BEFORE TAXES
31 ESTIMATED INCOME TAX ON DISPOSAL OF ASSETS

242,026
54,294

51,448
25,222

190,578
29,072

32 NET EOUITY IN ASSETS
LESS EQUITY BROUGHT INTO MARRIAGE
33 Equity in hoae owned prior to aarriage

187,732

26,225

161,506

22,926

22,926

0

$164,306

$3,300
==========

34 NET EQUITY FOR DIVISION

zrrrrrrrzr
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1161.506
mH—————— —

DEFENDAh
EXHIBI'

i
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CLIFFORD 6. AND ELAINE SORENSEN
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
35 Equity to be distributed equally between husband and wife

36 Equal value of net equity
37 Less equity to be distributed to Clifford 6. Sorensen
38 Equity to be received by husband froa wife as part of settlement

A-38

$164,806
SOX
88,403
(3,300)
$79,103

CLIFFORD S. SORENSEN, D.D.S., P.C.
HISTORICAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS
1/31/82

1/31/83

1/31/84

1/31/85

1/31/86

9/30/86

1/31/87
(ANNUALIZED)

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Prepaid taxes
Other asset
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, AT COST
Less Accumulated Depreciation
TOTAL PROPERTY AND EQUIPHENT

OTHER ASSET - LOAN TO STOCKHOLDER

TOTAL ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
NOTE PAYABLE
STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY
Couon stock
Retained earnings

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND S/H EQUITY

NET FEES

0PERATIN6 COSTS
Officer's salary
Rental/Lease expense
Salaries and Mages
Lab/Dental supplies expense
Other costs
Retireient plan
Depreciation expense

NET QPERATIN6 INCOME
INCOME TAX EXPENSE
NET INCQHE

$2,602
0
0

$0
1,000
0

$0
1,000
500

$4,357
1,000
500

$858
1,000
0

($465)
1,105
0

2,602

1,000

1,500

5,857

1,858

640

5,000
(1,667)

5,000
(3,334)

5,000
(5,000)

9,930
(5,703)

17,456
(7,807)

20,632*
(6,774)

3,333

1,666

4,227

9,649

13,358

0

781

3,174

900

9,881

12,921

$3,447

$4,674

$10,984

$21,383

$27,419

$5,935

0

$0

$0

$11,395

$4,452

$2,959

$3,219

0

0

0

4,602

3.299

0

1,000
4,935

1.000
2,447

1,000
(8.221)

1,000
730

1,000
14.130

1,000
23,200

$5,935

$3,447

$4,674

$10,934

$21,338

$27,419

$125,984

$168,542

$173,908

$178,220

$200,069

$123,028

37,150
28,019
12,952
23,457
13,335
3.471
1,667

73,000
23.136
14,091
25,259
27,378
6,428
1,667

50,955
39,459
20,580
22,210
45,829
4.131
1,666

30,211
30,406
25,260
29,022
53,874

20,212
46,708
28,289
35,768
52,381
1,104
2,104

24,500
33,055
15,455
15,327
24,238

120,051

170,959

184,830

169,513

186,566

113,260

169,890

8,707

13,503

9,768

14,652
2,198

5,933

(2.417)

(10,922)

0

0

0
$5,933

==========

0
740

0

$8,707
($2,417) ($10,922)
========= ==:=r::r:==

:====
•

S-3f

658
$12,345

$184,542 ( ^

36,750 '
49,583
23,183
22,991
36,357

0
685

698
$9,070

::===r===== ::=========

0
1,028

$12,454
::===::r==:

(2uJ

CL-iF^URD 3. HNJ h(_.A 'Ac bU'<t!M JC
CALCuu-Hri-iM OF ^u M MM LA-'Li-lL - »a>
PRESENT VAuUE OF INCREASE LU HJMAM CHPllr-iL DURING CARRIAGE
HUSBAND

EARNINGS RATE AT TIME OF MARRIAGE - 197<+
INFLATION FACTOR TO EXPRESS IN CURREN', DOLLARS
3.
TOTAL
*. i-ESS SELF EMPLOYMENT AND FICA TAX
5- EARNINGS RATE AT TIME OF MARRIAGE

CURRENT DOLLARS

6. EARNINGS RATE AT TIME OF DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE
7- LESS SELF EMPLOYMENT AND FICA TAX

j^%i66xj

SPOUbfc.
84 34

£.1699
737E3
5166

lb47^i
13E1

68557

L7149

7484<+
5166

E50iZi0
1788

69676

cJclc'

f

8.
9.

TOTAL
INCREASE IN H U M A N C A P I T A L DURING M A R R I A G E

(#8 - #5)

LO. NUMBER OF E M P L O Y M E N T Y E A R S TO 65 Y E A R S OF AGE
1. F U T U R E V A L U E

a.

(#9 * #10)

liEi

6tf63

19

£8

a 1 £99

16"J77£.

lz>liZi74

COMBINED TOTAL

3. NET PRESENT VALUE OF INCREASE AT

iZi. 0 9

COMBINED TOTAL NET PRESENT VALUE

100:

61338
71371

a) To determine the value of the human capital developed durina marriage,
ne earninas rate of the Husband c^nd Spouse at the time of rnarriaae nas
>een adiusted to current dollars and then compared to their current
?armngs rate. The adiustrnent factor used in this conversion was based
•n the Dercentaae increase in the Spouse's rate of earnings cornoarea with
ne current rate of earninas for the same level of education and ernolov—
ienr. The aa lustment factor based on the increase in earnings rate was
A3% compared to a a3a% increase in the cornsumer price index for the same
ierioa.
Tne earninas rates adiusted to current oollars were then cornoared -co
he present earnings rate of the Husband and the rate for the Spouses
>resent level of education and experience. Tne difference times tne
i
ernairnna employment years represents the future value of the increase
n their human capital developed d u r m a the marriage. This in then
iscounted to determine the net present value of this asset.
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CLIFFORD G. AND FLAiNE
CALCULATION OF HUMAN
PRESLlM1

VAL_UE

SO^EMSENJ
LH-'J'I^

-

(a)

OF INCREASE IN HUMAN C h P l U L DLRiNo MARRIAGE

5. SCHEDULE OF FuTURE YEARS

EMl-'L
YEARS
i

d.

3
A
5
6
7
8
9
10
li
l£
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
£0

HUSBAND

SPOUSE

AMOUNT

AMOUNi

ii£i
11£1
1121
11£1
1 1*21
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121
1121

6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063

212S9

16977b

ai

aa
23
£4

£5
£6
£7
£8

16- TOTAL

606J,

6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063
6063

191074

17. COMBINED TOTAL
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CLIFFORD G. SORENSEN DDS
COMPARISON OF 1974 NET EARNINGS AND 1986 PROJECTED NET EARNINGS

-1974
1 REVENUES

$58,24 1 *

2 OPERATING COSTS - ADJUSTED 1986 TO COMPARE
WITH 1974 OPERATIONS
MATERIALS AND SUPPLES
PAYROLL COSTS
OTHER COSTS
RENTAL EXPENSE
DEPRECIATION
INTEREST EXPENSE
BUILDING & EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
10

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

11 NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES

12 CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
13
14

PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE
ADJUSTED NET INCOME PER CPI

$184,542

3,638
5,475
13,975
1 ,433

22,991
23,133
36,357
5, 133
12,8m
5,143
4,000

24,576

109,698

$33,665

-$7/4,844

147.70

342.50

2.32
$78,065
8,43'-+

15 ELAINES GROSS EARNINGS
L6
17

ANNUALIZED
1986

PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE
ADJUSTED NET INCOME PER WAGE INCREASE

*

18,470

2. 19
$73,725

1974 INCOME INFORMATION WAS TAi- EN FROM INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MR.
SORENSEN n S ACCOUNTANT.
L2 CONSUMER PRICE INDEX WAS OBTAINED FROM THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR.
15 SALARY INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED FROM WEBER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH.
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CLIFFORD G. AND ELAINE 30RENSEN
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES
11/12/86
VALUE AS APPRAISED BY EARL F. HILL
VALUE ADJUSTED FOR PIANO - BEESLEY MUSIC APPRAISAL
VALUE OF PIANO AS APPRAISED BY EARL F. HILL
ASSETS OMITTED FROM APPRAISAL
A. PICCOLO
B. VCR - ESTIMATED BY MR. SORENSEN
C. FREEZER - ESTIMATED BY MR. SORENSEN
D. 2 BRASS LAMPS - ESTIMATED BY MR. SORENSEN

$7,,105
/,
<

500

<s., 000)
3.1500
350
300
50
$16.. 705
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CLIFFORD G. AND ELAINE SORENSEN
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
11/12/86
1. JOHN OWENS
2. FENT HILL
3. PROPERTY TAXES - LAYTQN HOME
4. PROPERTY TAXES - OFFICE BUILDING
5. PROPERTY TAXES - FARM
to. MASTER CARD
7. ENCYCLOPEDIA CONTRACT

$a ,800

900

I ,400
l ,214

350
766
340
$7 ,770
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CLIFFORD 6 I ELAINE SORENSEN

HISTORICAL ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME FROM OPERATIONS
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
NET INCOHE FRQH INDIVDUAL INCOHE TAX
Salary I interest
Building £ equipment rental ^
Rental of fari house
Far* operations

** '

Other partnerships
Total taxable income - operations
Nontaxable benefits provided by
Clifford 8. Sorensen, PC
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME • BENEFITS

$63,337

$63,601

1,606

8,976

(1,682)

1,155

(3,052)

(8,272)

(1,477)

(2,313)

(1,028)

(1,382)

(26,870)

(24,833)

(16,257)

(21,730)

(17,377)

(1,123)

(1,729)

(876)

(1,272)

(2,673)

34,578

44,538

25,458

16,599

14,923

5,774

9,945

8,587

1,660

1,160

H O , 358

$54,483

$34,045

$18,259

$16,083

HISTORICAL CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONS
1981
1982
1983
1984

1985

$46,586

$39,474

$39,907

CLIFFORD 8 I ELAINE SORENSEN

Building St equipment rental ^ P ^
Rental of far* house
Far* operations W " * *
Other partnerships
Total taxable incote - operations
Nontaxable benefits provided by
Clifford S. Sorensen, PC

$63,237

$63,601

$46,586

$39,474

$39,907

12,406

14,283

8,346

14,739

7,097

1,883

(3,796)

(1,495)

2,600

2,165

(21,652)

(29,029)

(27,755)

(27,888)

(30,072

<=>

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONS
Salary & interest

0

0

0

0

55,874

45,059

25,682

28,925

19,097

5,774

9,945

3,587

1,660

1,160

$61,648

$55,004

$34,269

$30,585

$20,257
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CLIFFORD G. I ELAINE SORENSEN
ELAINE SORENSEN PROJECTED INCOflE

(g^>
SALARY
CHILD SUPPORT
CASH FLOW BEFORE TAXES
INCOflE TdXES
CASH FLOW AFTER TAXES

U987

1,988

1,989

1,990

1,991

1,992

1,993

$25,000
9,600

$25,625
9,600

$26,266
9,600

$26,922
9,600

$27,595
9,600

128,285
9,600

$23,992
9,600

34,600
(5,478)
$29,123
=========

35,225
(5,571)
$29,654
=========

35,366
(5,667)
$30,198
=========

36,522
(5,766)
$30,756
=========

37,195
(5,867)
$31,329
=========

37,S3J

(5,970)
$31,915
=========

33,592
(6,076)
$32,516
=========

$29
9
3?
(6,
$33
=====:

CLIFFORD 8. SORENSEN PROJECTED INCOflE
BUSINESS INCOME - DENTAL
DENTAL BUILDING I EQUIPMENT RENTS
INTEREST ON SALE OF FARH HOUSE
FARM OPERATION
CHILD SUPPORT
CASH FLOW BEFORE TAXES
INCOttE TAXES
CASH FLOW AFTER TAXES

$37,669
34,460
4,467
(23,270)
(9,600)

$38,611
34,460
4,332
(23,270)
(9,600)

$39,576
34,460
4,287
(23,270)
(9,600)

$40,565
34,460
4,181
(23,270)
(9,600)

$41,530
34,460
4,063
(23,270)
(9,600)

$42,619
34,460
3,931
(23,270)
(9,600)

$43,684
34,460
3,734
(23,270)
(9,600)

$44,

43,726
18,091

44,583
18,415

45,453
18,746

46,336
19,081

47,233
19,423

48,140
19,769

49,053
20,121

49,
20

$25,635

$26,167

$26,707

$27,255

$27,810

$23,371

$23,933
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34
3
(23
(9,

$29
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THE DENTAL PRACTICE
FOR A NUMBER OF P A T I E N T S .

PRACTICE

IS COMPOSED OF A DENTIST PROVIDING

A

SERVICE

OWNERSHIP PRIOR TO MARRIAGE IS EXCLUDED FROM CONSIDERATION
AS AN ASSET IN THE DIVISION OF PROPERTY.

OF THE

THIS COMPARISON IS TO INDICATE THAT THE DENTAL PRACTICE OF CLIFFORD
G. SORENSEN, D.D.S- WAS MORE PRODUCTIVE IN NUMBER OF PATIENTS SERVED IN THE
YEAR PRIOR TO MARRIAGE TO ELAINE SORENSEN THAN IN THE PRESENT YEAR, 1986 TO
DATE. USING DOLLAR FIGURES TO DEFINE A SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE COMPARISON
BETWEEN 1974 AND 1986 IS N O T VALID DUE TO THE TREMENDOUS INFLATION
EXPERIENCED IN THAT PERIOD OF TIME AND THE EFFECT ON COST OF ALL OVERHEAD
EXPENSES AND COST OF LIVING.

JAN
3

1

1

1974: 17 86 68 53 77
1986: 22 52 29 52 38

TOTALS:

2

MAY
3

4

SEPT
3
4

1974: 47 54 57 51
1986: 40 58 39 45

TOTALS:

1

5

2

1974: 2091986: 182-

1

2

MAR
3

1

67 63 65 60
60 57 53 57

52
51

1

64 71 63 71
66 49 58 38

JULY
2 3

1

AUG
2
3

55 58 70 71 56
58 18 59 61 58

•224•182-

OCT
3
4

APR
2
3

•269
•21 1

41 61 67 55
49 52 45 36

•23 1•205-

1

2

•255•227-

JUNE
3
4

65 58 56
49 58 47

1974: 284291 -

1 2

4

•333•187-

1974: 61 46 78 60 39
1986: 66 55 62 58 50

TOTALS:

FEB
3

67 77 69 67
28 46 54 59

1974: 301'
193'

1

2

•310
•254

YEAR TO DATE TOTALS

59 65 48 57
41 54 54 50

L

1974:

(2645)

1986:

(2131)

•229
•199

NOTE THAT ONLY ONE MONTH OF THE TEN ANALYZED HAS 1974 NOT BEEN SUPERIOR
PRODUCTION THAN 1 9 8 6 .
THE YEAR TO DATE TOTALS INDICATE A S I G N I F I C A N T L Y
HIGHER PRODUCTION IN 1 9 7 4 .

IN

DEFENDANT'S
EXHIBIT
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